
Unit 6 Review: DNA      Name _________________________ 
Biology         Date _________________ Block ____ 
 
History of DNA Structure Important Figures: Matching 
Match the scientists with the appropriate description below:   
A.  Watson & Crick    B.  Griffith   C.  Chargaff  
D.  Avery (& McCarty & MacLeod) E.  Franklin (& Wilkins) F.  Hershey & Chase 
 

___ 1 Transformed a harmless rough bacterial strain into a killer smooth strain with what he 
believed was a gene 

___ 2 Determined that DNA was the molecule responsible for transformation of rough 
bacteria into a smooth strain by treating solutions of heat-killed smooth bacteria and rough 
bacteria with different enzymes (Protease, DNase, RNase) 

___ 3 Grew viruses in radioactive sulfur and phosphorus to determine that viruses insert their 
DNA into host cells, not protein 

___ 4 Found that in any DNA sample the number of C’s would equal the number of G’s and the 
number of T’s would equal the number of A’s (led to the concept of complementary base-
pairing) 

___ 5 Used X-ray diffraction to photograph DNA.  The X-ray diffraction resulted in a scattered 
pattern of x-rays that looked like an X on film paper 

___ 6 Realized that the DNA molecule consisted of 2 strands of DNA twisted around each 
other like a spiral staircase and that the 2 strands of DNA were held together by hydrogen 
bonds between complementary nitrogen bases 

 
DNA Structure and Replication 
1. Where in the cell does DNA replication occur? 

a. in the nucleus    b.  in the cytoplasm 
c.  in the ribosomes   d.  within the plasma membrane   

2. Which of the following enzymes is responsible for unwinding and unzipping a DNA 
molecule in preparation for replication? 

a.  polymerase    b.  reverse transcriptase 
c.  catalase     d.  helicase 

3. Which of the following enzymes is responsible for adding free nucleotides to the unzipped 
parental strand in DNA replication? 

a.  polymerase    b.  reverse transcriptase 
c.  catalase     d.  helicase 

4. Is the structure of DNA considered to be parallel or anti-parallel?  
 

5. What is the end product of DNA replication?  
 

6. Why is DNA replication considered semi-conservative?  



7. Label the following diagram. Use these choices: nucleotide, deoxyribose, phosphate, 
nitrogen base, hydrogen bonds, base pair and covalent bond (not labeled).  

 
Replication, Transcription and Translation:  
Use following sequence as your DNA template strand: G G C C A T T T C G A T T T G A G C 
 
1. What would be the complementary DNA strand for the sequence above?  
 
 
2. What would be the mRNA sequence that would be transcribed from the template DNA 
sequence?  
 

3. In order to get another view of the process of protein synthesis, label the structures on the 
diagram below. mRNA, tRNA, Ribosome, DNA 

 
 

  



4. The base sequence of a gene coding for a short 
polypeptide is T A C G C T A G G C G A T T G A C T. 
What would be the base sequence of the mRNA 
transcribed from this gene?   

 
 
 
 
 

5. Using the genetic code chart give translate the 
amino acid sequence of the polypeptide from the 
mRNA sequence transcribed in the question above.  
 

 
 
Making Proteins Word Bank: translation, transcription, proteins, mRNA, amino acid, DNA, 
peptide, tRNA, codon, nitrogen bases, cytoplasm, ribosome, nucleus, anticodon 
1. The process of protein synthesis is consisted of _____________________ and 

______________________. 

2. During ____________________, the genetic code is copied from __________ to 

____________. 

3. Once the message from DNA is copied, the ______________ leaves the nucleus and 

travels to a _________________ in the _______________. 

4. A sequence of 3 bases on mRNA is called a ______________, but 3 bases on a tRNA 

molecule are called an _____________________. 

5. Each codon is matched with an ____________________ and the _____________ 

transfers the ___________________________ to the ribosome. 

6. Each _______________________ is linked together by _________________ bonds to 

form _____________________. 

7. Another name for making proteins is ________________________. 

8.  The sequence of ___________________________ on ___________ carry the 

genetic code. 

  



Gene Mutations Word Bank: gene, substitution (point), insertion, deletion, mutagens, UV 
light, chemicals 
1. A ____________ mutation is a change in one or more nucleotide bases of DNA. 

2. Mutations are caused by __________________ like ___________________ or 

________________  

3. A ____________________ mutation is when 1 nucleotide base in DNA is changed  

4. A ____________________ mutation occurs if 1 or more nucleotides in DNA are added. A 

____________________ mutation occurs if 1 or more nucleotides in DNA are deleted.  

These two are known as frameshift mutations and cause the codon sequence to be shifted. 

5. if the original DNA is ATAACGCCTATT... 

then the mRNA sequence would be ________________________________ 

then the number of codons is ________ 

6. if the original DNA were replicated and the “G” was deleted... 

then the DNA sequence would be _________________________________ 

then the mRNA sequence would be ___________________________________ 

then the number of complete codons would be ________ 

7. if the original DNA is replicated and “C” was added to the beginning... 

then the DNA sequence would be ____________________________________ 

then the mRNA sequence would be __________________________________ 

then the number of complete codons would be __________ 

 

 


